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Reviewer's report:

The authors have done very good job in investigating the implementation of the core set for RA clinical trials by comparing the core set usage before and after the publication of the core set. Thereafter they have sought additional input from trial authors to find out about their reasons to use or not use the core set in their RCT.

In fact I have no major compulsory revisions.

However, I would give the authors the suggestion to be a bit more positive regarding the usage of the core set after the publication of the core set. Admittedly, it cannot be proven that a better usage is due to the publication of the core set, and as such a better implementation is difficult to attribute to the (ACR/Omeract) initiative and the publication itself, but fact is that implementation has improved. You can see that best in the results regarding biologic treatments, whilst these cannot be compared with similar trials before the publication of the core set, since these treatments were not available by then.

This reviewer, though, has no doubt that the core set has become the standard for outcome assessment selection in modern clinical trials. Obviously, there is still room for improvement, and this should be emphasized over and over.
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